Agenda / Minutes

Friday, Mar 12, 11:05-12:35
Zoom
Present: Cara Kreit, Logan Wood, Nancy Willet, Farhad Zabihi, Holley Schafer, B Lee (Guest).
Absence:
TOPIC and Time

Notes

Agenda approval and minutes from 2/26/21
Call for UDWC Division Reps

-Made updates and is now ready to send out

Committee Check In

-eLUMEN is looking to see where disagg data is missing
-Might be a workaround with raw data that Holley is looking into,
but still should be fixed in eLUMEN
-DART – discussed AA-T Anthro (now done), AA-T Philosophy
(Lots of electives but can’t be changed; question raised about
whether all electives should map to degree outcomes, or should it be
focused on the core courses, Nursing degree – will follow up;
MMST – many in workflow, faculty need to connect w/ Gina for
more info; Welding – wait for new faculty member most likely;
-Evaluations – still have no info on this or connection to assessment

Spring 2021 assessment rollout –
Updates?

-April 1 will be first alert; Logan will build over spring break; Leaving
alert language alone but next one should embed more info b/c likely

Contacting departments to make next 3year plan – check in on template

eLUMEN / Canvas integration
•

Updates

have new people assessing w/ end of 3-year wrap up. B Lee suggested
short video clips
-We should put ourselves on Jonathan’s radar for April chairs.
-Cara showed the 3-year assessment plans w/ another 3-years added
on. Given okay so she will build these over spring break. Noted that
for those who assess all courses every semester, we can’t build a 3year
schedule b/c we don’t know pattern.
Canvas still doesn’t send data back to eLUMEN yet but is being
worked on. Training on March 19.

Equity Discussion:
-

SLO Symposium Keynote by Aisha
Lowe, Vice Chancellor, CCC
What are the core takeaways that are
relevant to SLOAC?
How can we incorporate this into the
committee work of:
•
•
•

Writing/revising SLOs
Rethinking assessments
Looking at SLO data

What can we highlight on our
website?

Looked at Symposium Keynote Slides:
o Takeaways:
Links Vision / Pathways / Assessment together in
one presentation, which is a plus
Discusses elements of authentic assessment
(Slide 10), which good to learn more about but
must be connected to backward design from
outcomes, practice of formative assessment and
summative assessment, and use of outcomes
assessment data = full package and not just parts
of it.
Chart – useful on Slide 11, which includes focus
on backwards design that previous assessment
cycle did not include.

Mapping: What’s Left Review

Discussed earlier –reviewed current list for final steps.

What’s Next? March 19 – Potential
Canvas training

Yes.

